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INTRODUCTION 
A (nonempty) semigroup is called completely simple, if T is the only ideal 
in T and T possesses at least one minimal right ideal and at least one ‘minimal 
left ideal. In that case T is the disjoint union of its minimal right ideals and 
also the disjoint union of its minimal left ideals. The meet of a minimal right 
ideal with a minimal left ideal is a maximal subgroup of T. Therefore T is the 
disjoint union of its maximal subgroups; they are isomorphic to one another 
and their identities generate the minimal one-sided ideals in T. Therefore 
each of them is generated by an idempotent. 
A semigroup T is a partially ordered semigroup, if there is defined on T a 
partial order C, which is compatible with the multiplication in T. Integral 
elements in a partially ordered semigroup are elements a, which satisfy both 
axcx and xa C x for all x E T. 
They form a subsemigroup S of T. In this paper it is this subsemigroup S 
we are mostly interested in. Two different idempotents in T, which are both 
integral, generate different right ideals and different left ideals also (Theorem 
1.2). So we are led to introduce the following hypothesis on T: 
(HYP). Every minimal one-sided ideal in T is generated by an integral 
idempotent. 
In that case there is a one-to-one correspondence between the elements of 
the set {ei; i E I} of all integral idempotents in T and the set of all minimal 
right (left) ideals in T. Then the maximal subgroups are the sets Hik = e,Te, 
for i, K ~1. The integral idempotents permit one to reduce the partial order 
C in T to the partial orders Cik , which are induced in Hik by C (Theorem 1.6) 
and to characterize very simply the component Si, of the subsemigroup S 
consisting of all integral elements in T which are contained in Hi, (Theorem 
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1.4). The lZil; are isomorphic to one another as partially ordered groups also 
and, if 1 is an index in 1, we can reduce the relation Ci, to the relation C,, by 
the integral idempotents ei and ek . 
A theorem of D. Rees gives-up to isomorphisms indeed--the completely 
simple semigroups as the Rees matrix semigroups M(G; 1, /l; P), which are 
constructed from a group G, two index sets I and fl, and a sandwich matrix P. 
If T fulfills the condition (Hyp) b a ove, then we can give a simple proof of this 
theorem for T (Theorem 1.5); in that case I equals fl. The subgroups H,, 
are isomorphic to G. Conversely, if we start with a partially ordered group G 
and an index set I and a sandwich matrix P on I Y I, then we get as 
M(G; 1, I; P) a partially orderable, completely simple semigroup satisfying 
(Hyp), if and only if P fulfills some conditions (Theorem 1.8). 
It seems quite natural to begin the investigation of these semigroups by 
the naturally ordered, infinitely cyclic Group J = (uz; x E Z>. Then the 
subsemigroup S of the integral elements in such an M(3; I, I; P) is a quasi- 
uniserial semigroup without zero, or more exactly, the subsemigroup of all 
elements, different from zero, in a quasi-uniserial semigroup without zero 
divisors, as it was defined in Behrens [l], if the chain condition (F4) in that 
theory is substituted by the condition that S is “weakly archimedian” 
(Section 2). On the other hand, one gets all the quasi-uniserial semigroups 
without zero by this method (Theorem 2.6). 
The semigroup algebras +[S] of the quasi-uniserial semigroups S over 
fields 4 lead to those prime rings R, which are D*-arithmetic, i.e., the lattice 
I’(R) of the ideals of R satisfies the infinite distributive law 
for a, b, E V(R), 
Behrens [l-3]. 
The multiplication in a completely simple semigroup is governed by its 
sandwich matrix P. One gets all those P, which belong to quasi-uniserial 
semigroups without zero, but with only finitely many idempotents by a 
recursion method, explained in Theorem 3.2. 
An endomorphism 9 of S maps each idempotent onto an idempotent in S. 
In particular, if y is an automorphism of S then y induces a permutation rr 
of the index set I of the integral idempotents in S. Every endomorphism of S 
is either trivial, i.e., maps the whole semigroup onto one of its idempotents, or 
it is an automorphism, provided we suppose that 2 < 1 < co (Theorem 4.1). 
In the general case, the automorphisms are given in Theorem 4.2 by a certain 
subgroup of the symmetric group of the set I, the elements r in this subgroup 
being characterized by their action onto the sandwich matrix P, which is 
associated with S. Every group is isomorphic to the automorphism group of a 
convenient quasi-uniserial semigroup without zero (Theorem 4.3). 
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1. INTEGRAL IDEMPOTENTS 
A semigroup is a nonempty set with an associative multiplication. A partial 
order is a set with a reflexive, transitive, antisymmetric relation C. If the set T 
is both a semigroup and a partial order, then T is called a partially ordered 
semigroup, if the multiplication is compatible with the partial order, i.e., if 
for elements a, b, c in T the implication 
is valid. 
aCb ca C cb and ac C bc (1) 
DEFINITION 1.1. An element a in a partially ordered semigroup T is 
called integral, if a fulfills the conditions 
aXCX and xa C x for all x E T. (2) 
THEOREM 1.1. If there are integral elements in the partially ordered semi- 
group T, then they form a subsemigroup S of T. 
Proof. a, b E S and x E T imply (ab) x = a(bx) C bx C x, and x(d) C x 
analogously. 
A left ideal in a semigroup T is a subset 1 of T, which fulfills TI C 1. Right 
ideals and (two-sided) ideals are defined similarly. 
DEFINITION 1.2. A semigroup T is simple, if T is the only ideal in T, 
T is completely simple if, moreover, T possesses at least one minimal right 
ideal and at least one minimal left ideal. 
By a theorem of Rees [5] or [4], a completely simple semigroup T is the 
disjoint union of its maximal subgroups 
Hi,, = ri n IA foriEIandXE(1, (3) 
where (q; i ~1) and {I,; h E A} are the sets of its minimal right and left 
ideals, respectively. The one-sided ideals in T are generated by idempotents, 
the identity elements of the maximal subgroups Hi. 
In general more than one idempotent generates the same minimal right 
ideal ti , but at most one of these is integral by the following: 
THEOREM 1.2. If the integral idempotents e and f in the partially ordered 
semigroup T generate the same right ideal, then e = f. 
Proof. e = e2 in fT imply e = fx for a suitable element x in T. Then 
e =feCf, 
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because e is integral, and, analogously, 
f=efCe. 
The antisymmetry of the relation C implies that e = f. 
This theorem suggests the investigation of those semigroups, which fulfill 
the following condition: 
(Hyp). Every minimal one-sided ideal in the partially ordered semi- 
group T is generated by an integral idempotent. 
If, moreover, T is completely simple, then, by Theorem 1.2, the minimal 
right ideals correspond one-to-one to the integral idempotents ei , i E I, in 
T. But these idempotents are in one-to-one correspondence to the minimal 
left ideals too, because the idempotents in Tare the identities of the subgroups 
ri n I, and the Theorem 1.2 is valid for left ideals also. That proves I = A 
and the following: 
THEOREM 1.3. If T fulfills the condition (Hyp) and (f ei , i E I, is the set of 
integral idempotents in T, then T is the disjoint union 
of subgroups 
T = v Hij 
Hij==e,Tej=rinIj. 
The ri = e,T and the lj == Te, are the minimal one-sided ideals in T. 
The following theorem characterizes the subsemigroup S of all integral 
elements and the restriction to 5’ of the partial order of T in the case that T 
fulfills the hypothesis of Theorem 1.3. 
THEOREM 1.4. Let {e,; i E I} be the set of all integral idempotents in a 
partially ordered, completely simple semigroup T, in which every minimal one- 
sided ideal is generated by an ei . Then 
1. The subsemigroup S of the integral elements in T is the disjoint union 
of the subsemigroups Sij of the subgroups Hij , where 
Sfj ~~ eiSej = {a; a E Hij , a C eiej}. 
2. The relation C in T is definable by the equivalence 
aCsbeaE(b) for a, b E T, (4) 
where (b) = SbS is the S-ideal generated by b in T. 
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Proof. Let a be in Hij , i.e., a = eiaej , and a be integral. Then 
a = eiaej _C eiei . Conversely, a = eiaei C e,ej implies ax C eieix C eix C x and 
xa _C xeiei C xei _C x, because ei and ej E S. 
In the second statement one of the implications is clear because of 
aE(b)=SbS*a=xbyCxbCb 
for suitable elements x, y in S. On the other hand, if the elements a E Hij 
and b E S are related, i.e., a C b, then 
a = e,ae, C e,bei . 
By multiplying with e, on the right we get 
aei C eibeje, (5) 
in the subgroup Hii of T. Let x be the inverse of eibeje, in Hii, and multiply 
(5) by x on the right. Then 
aeix C eibejeix = ei . 
This shows that the element c = aeix is integral, because the first statement 
of the theorem is already proved. The product of c with eibejei is 
aei = ceibejei . 
Regarding a = aej , the product of the last equation with ej is 
aejeiej = ceibejeiej . 
Let y be the inverse of ejeiei in the subgroup Hj*; then 
a = aeje,ejy = ce,be, 
is an element in SbS, because c, ei , ej are integral. 
All the subgroups Hij are isomorphic to one another [4]; more explicitly, 
let 1 denote one of the elements of the index set I and let x-l denote the inverse 
of the element x in the group H,, . Denote H,, by G, the “structuregroup” 
in the sense of Rees. Then the mapping 
where 
tpij : g + eigpzlei forgE G, 
pji = elejegl E G, 
(6) 
(7) 
is an isomorphism of G onto Hij by the following argument: 
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q+ is a homomorphism of G = H,, into Hij, because by pji’ = e,p;‘e, 
the equation 
e,g,pyz?ej . eig2pjsbj = eiglg2p3;1e, 
is valid. The mapping is one-to-one and onto, because yiie, = ei(eleiel))l ei 
is an idempotent in the group Hii and therefore equal to ei . By this remark, 
x - (eleiel)-’ x(elejel)-l pji for x E Hij = eiTej 63) 
is the inverse of the mapping vij . 
In virtue of this one-to-one correspondence between the elements of 
G = H,, and the elements of Hij every element a in the semigroup T is 
representable as a triple (g; i, j) in a uniquely determined way, namely, by the 
equation a = e,gej with g E G. Introducing the operation 
(g,; i, j) (g,; k 4 = (kPjkg2; i, 4 (9) 
on the set of the triples, one observes that the mapping 
7 : (g; i, j) ---f eigej forgEGandi,jEI 
is a semigroup isomorphism, because 
(10) 
glejek& = glelejeked2 = &&kg2 
is valid. The semigroup of the triples under the multiplication (9) is called 
the Rees matrix semigroup M(G; I, I; P) over the structure group G, the two 
equal index sets I = (1 and the sandwich matrix 
P:(i,j)+p,,~G for(i,j)EI XI. (11) 
In other words: 
THEOREM 1.5. Let {ei; i E I} be the set of all integral idempotents in a 
partially ordered, completely simple semigroup T, in which every one-sided ideal 
is generated by an ei , i E I. Then T is isomorphic under the mapping (10) to the 
Rees matrix semigroup M(G; I, fi P) over the structuregroup G = H,, = e,Te, , 
the two equal index sets I = A and the sandwich matrix 
P : (i, J’) - pij = e,eieje, E G fori,jEI. 
By the theorem of Rees [5] (see also Clifford and Preston [4, Theorem 3.51) 
every completely simple semigroup is isomorphic to a Rees matrix semi- 
group M(G; 1, A; P). 
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The theorem of Rees reduces the algebraic structure of a completely 
simple, partially ordered semigroup T to the structure of the group G by the 
sandwich matrix P. On the other hand, the partial order C of T induces a 
partial order Cii in the subgroup Hij--in particular, in H,r--and therefore 
by the isomorphism qrr a partial order < in G. In the case in question the 
partial order in T is reducible to the partial order < in G by the integral 
idempotents ei in T: 
THEOREM 1.6. Let {ei; i E I} be the set of all integral idempotents in a 
partially ordered, completely simple semigroup T, in which every one-sided ideal 
is generated by an ei , i E I. Let Cij and < = -Cl1 be the partial orders in 
Hij = e,Tej and in G = H,, , respectively, which are introduced by the partial 
order C in T. Then 
a _C b o a Cii eibei foraEHiiandbET (12) 
and 
a Clj b o e,ae, C,, e,be, for a, b E Hii . (13) 
Let M(G; I, I; P) be the Rees matrix semigroup, which is isomorphic to T under 
the mapping (10) and denote the partial order of M, which one gets by trans- 
zzzt;he partial order C of T under th e mapping (lo), again by C. Then the 
(pi*;i,i) foriEI (14) 
are the integral idempotents in M, and the partial order in M is definable by 
(gl; i, j) _C (g,; h, 1) + gl < PZPih&PsiPZ~ (15) 
Proof. 1. Let a = eiaej and b be elements in Hij and in T, respectively, 
for which a _C b is valid. Then the compatibility of the multiplication with the 
partial ordering in T implies a = e,aej C eibej . Conversely, if a C e,bej , then 
a C b, because ei and ej are integral. 
2. That a C b implies erue, C e,be, is clear. Conversely, let a = eiaej 
and b = e,bej fulfill 
ep, 2 e,be, . 
Then by multiplication of this relation on the left by ei and on the right by 
ej one gets 
e,e,e, . a . ejelej _C eielei . b . ejelej . 
Denote the inverse of e,e,e, in H,, by qi; then the multiplication of the last 
relation by qi on the left and by qi on the right leads to a = e,ae, C eibei = b. 
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3. Under the isomorphism 7, defined in (IO), the image of (ph’; i, z) 
is an element in the subgroup Hii == eiTe, of T, which is idempotent, because 
(p;‘; i, i) is idempotent under the multiplication (9). Therefore this image is 
the only idempotent e, in the group H,, . By this result the equivalence (I 5) 
is a consequence of (I 2) if one takes in consideration (13), (10) and therefore 
(gl; i9j)Cij(g2; i,j)"gl 'G,fZ. 
Remark. The mapping q’ij : g --z e,gpyilej in (6) of G onto Hij is an isomor- 
phism of G as a partially ordered group, but the mapping a + elael of Hij 
onto H,, = G is only an isomorphism of Hij as a partial order. 
If one starts with a group G, partially ordered under a relation +, an 
index set I and a sandwich matrix P on I x I with entries in G, by the equiv- 
alence (15) one can define a relation on the Rees matrix semigroup 
M = M(G; I, I; P). Now in general this relation is not a partial order on the 
set M, unless P fulfills further conditions. In that case, however, M is a 
partially ordered semigroup, which fulfills the condition (Hyp). In the proof 
of these statements it is convenient to make use of the following normalization 
of the sandwich matrix P, to simplify (I 5): 
THEOREM 1.7. [4] The mapping 
(g; ;,j) ‘(P,igpjjpl;‘; i,j) 
is an isomorphism of the Rees matrix semigroup M(G; I, I; P) with the sandwich 
matrix 
p : (i, j) -P, for (i, j) 6 I X Z 
onto the matrix semigroup M(G; I, I; P’) with the sandwich matrix 
P’ : (i, j) ---f p,,p~~pijpt;’ for(i,j)EI X 1. 
Thereby P’ is l-normalized in the sense, that 
pli = pii = e for iEI (16) 
is valid, where e is the identity in G. 
Proof is by verification using the definition (9) for the multiplications in 
M(G; 1, I; P) and in M(G; I, I; P’). 
THEOREM 1.8. Let G be a group with identity e and partially ordered under 
<. Let I be an index set with 1 E I and P an l-normalized sandwich matrix on 
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I x I with entries in G. On the completely simple Rees matrix semigroup 
M = M(G; I, I, P), a relation C is de$ned by 
(gl; i,i) c (L’,; k> 1) -8, < pikg,p,i . (17) 
This relation on the set M is a partial order of M, regarded as a set, if and on& if 
the following conditions are fuljilled: 
1. p&k < pi, fori,j,kEI, 
2. p& < e fori#j. 
In that case M is a partially ordered semigroup under C, the integral idempotents 
in M are the elements 
ei = (e; i, i) foriEI 
and every one-sided ideal is generable by an ei . Moreover, 
pi1 < pij < e for i, j E I. 
Proof. By (17) the relations 
(gl; ii) 2 (g,; k 1) C (g,; m, n) 
mean 




On the other hand, 
is equivalent to 
(g,; i,j) C (g,; m, n) 
& d Pd3Pni * (21) 
In the case j = 1 = n the relations (20) are valid for g, = e, g, = pkm , 
gl = pikpkm ’ Therefore by (21) the condition 1 in the theorem is necessary 
for the transitivity of _C. It is sufficient also because, together with (20), it 
implies (21) remembering that the multiplication in G is compatible with the 
partial ordering <. In virtue of the l-normalization of P the condition 1 
implies (for i = 1) pjk < e and (for j = 1) p, < pi, . This proves (18). 
If the relation C is antisymmetric, assume pikpk, = e, for at least one pair 
(i, k) with i # k. Then one would get, by applying the definition (17) to 
1 = k, j = i, g, = g, = e, the relation ei _C e, for this pair of idempotents. 
Analogously one would get ek C ei , because in the group G the equation 
pikpki = e implies pkip, = e. Therefore, under (18) the condition 2 is 
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necessary. To prove its sufficiency set (gr; i, j) = (ga; m, n) in (19). This 
means by (20) the following relations in the group G: 
gl 9 PikgPPlj and g, G PdlPil . (24 
This, together with the condition 2, would imply 
!h < PikPkiif&lPli < gl F 
if i # k or j f 1, because G is a group. Moreover, (22) for i = R and j = 1 
leads tog, = g, , because < is antisymmetric. The reflexivity of the relation C 
defined by (17) is clear. In order to prove the compatibility of the partial 
order C on the set M with the multiplication in the semigroup M, one has to 
take into consideration that 
is equivalent to 
glPjd3 < PikgPhng3Pnn 
But the last relation in G is a consequence of g, < pi,Cgap,, , and therefore 
of (gr; i, j) C (ga; k, 2) under the condition 1. Analogously, one proves the 
compatibility of the relation C with the multiplication from the left. 
The equations 
(e; i, i) (g; k 4 = (pipg; i, 1) and (g; k 1) (e; i, 4 == (gpli; 4 i) 
show that the idempotents ei are integral, under definition (17) of C. There- 
fore M fulfills (Hyp), i.e., every minimal one-sided ideal in M is generated by 
an integral idempotent. Finally the Theorem 1.5 shows that there are no 
other idempotents in S except the e, . In fact, the only idempotent in the 
group Hi? is its identity 
(pj?; i, j). 
Assume, that this element is integral for a pair (i, j) with i # j. This would 
imply 
(pjl:; i,j) == e,(p;,‘; i,j) . ej C e,ej = (pij; i,j) 
and therefore by (17) 
Pji' <Pi, 3 
contrary to the condition 2. 
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2. THE QUASI-UNISERIAL SEMIGROUPS S WITHOUT ZERO 
To apply Theorems 1.6 and 1.8 take as the group G the infinite cyclic 
group 
3 = {UP, z E I!}, (1) 
which is generated by the element W, and as the partial order in G the linear 
order 
w”<dox~y forx,yEZ. (2) 
The entries of the sandwich matrix 
P : (i,j) -tpij for (i,j)I X I 
are contained in 3 and therefore they are of the form 
pij = #Jm, where i,j~I and (ij)~Z. (3) 
In this case it is possible to use the exponential sandwich matrix 
lT:(i,j)+(ij) for (i,j) El X I, (4) 
which is associated with the sandwich matrix P. The l-normalization of P 
means for II: 
(ii) = (li) = 0 foriEI. (5) 
In the case in question, Theorem 1.8 reads 
THEOREM 2.1. Let 3 be the infinite cyclic group (l), partially ordered under 
(2). Let I be an index set with 1 E I and P an I-normalized sandwich matrix on 
I x I with entries in 3. A relation C is defined on the completely simple Rees 
matrix semigroup M = M(s; I, I; P) by 
This relation _C on the set M is a partial order of M, regarded as a set, if and 
only if the following conditions are fulfilled. 
1. (ij) + (jh) > Ofori,j, hEI, 
2. (zj) + (ji) > Ofor i # j. 
In that case, M is a partially ordered semigroup under C, the integral idempotents 
in M are the elements ei = (~0; i, i) for i E I and every one-sided ideal isgenerated 
by an ei . Moreover, 
(il) > (fj) > 0 (7) 
is valid. 
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By the first statement of Theorem 1.4 and by (6) for i = k and 1 = j one 
gets the 
THEOREM 2.2. lf 123 fulfills the conditions 1 and 2 in Theorem 2.1, then its 
suhsemigroup S of all integral elements in M is the disjoint union of the subsemi- 
groups 
sij = {(wi, i,j); z ,;2- (ij)) for i, j E I. (8) 
The Sij are linearily ordered under Z. 
By the second statement in Theorem 1.4 the partial order C, which is 
induced in S by L is definable by 
a C, b c- a E (b) for a, b E S. (9) 
That again implies the following properties for the principal ideals 
(a) = SaS in S: 
PI) a e (a), 
(F2) (ab) = (a) (b), 
(F3) (a) == (b) =- a z-z b. 
Proof. (Fl) and (F3) are equivalent to the reflexivity and the antisym- 
metry, respectively, of the relation C, . The property (F2) is a consequence of 
the compatibility of the relation C, on S with the multiplication in S in virtue 
of the following implications: For a, b, x in 5’ is valid 
ax E (a) * ax C a =- axb C ab > axb E (ab) C (a) . (b). 
On the other hand, a semigroup, which possesses the properties (Fl )-(F3), is 
partially ordered under (9) as a de$nition for L. 
Complete induction with respect to n proves that the n-th power of the 
element (w”; i, j) in S is 
(&; j,j)” =~ (wm+ln-lHM; ;,j)* 
If (w”, i, j) is not idempotent, i.e., if .X G,: 1 in the case i m-j and x > (Q) in 
the case i + j, then to given (WV; k, 2) in S there exists an exponent n such 
that 
nx -1 (n ~ I) (ji) z: (ik) t y + (G), 
because (;j) + (ji) > 0 for i # j. That implies by (6) the following property 
of s: 
(F4) 5’ is weakly archimedian, i.e., if a and b are elements in S and 
u -/ a’ then there exists a power of a such that an C, b with respect fo the partial 
order C, which is de$ned by (9) in S. 
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Because the only idempotents in S are the identities of the subgroups 
one gets 
Hii = {(w”; i, i); z E Z}, 
(F5) Every idempotent is primitive, which means that the following 
implication holds : 
e, = eiej = ejei a ei = ej . (10) 
The subsemigroups Sij = eiSei are linearily ordered under Cs . Therefore 
they enjoy the property 
(F6) The elements in Sil, , which are different from eiek possess a maximum 
with respect o the partial order in Si, , which is induced by the partial order (9) 
of s. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A semigroup S without zero is quasi-uniserial if S 
possesses the properties (Fl)-(F6). 
Therefore the following theorem is valid 
THEOREM 2.3. If the Rees matrix semigroup M = M(3; I, I; P) fuljills 
the conditions 1 and 2 in Theorem 2.1, then its subsemigroup 
S = ((03; i,j); z 3 (ij), i, j E I} 
of all integral elements in M is a quasi-uniserial semigroup without zero. 
The property (F4) above is weaker than the property “(F4)” in the defini- 
tion of the quasi-uniserial semigroups with zero in Behrens [l]. But with the 
new property (F4) in the Definition 2.1 of the quasi-uniserial semigroups 
without zero it will be shown already that the converse of the Theorem 2.3 
is true (Theorem 2.6). The first step in this direction is the proof of 
THEOREM 2.4. Let S be a quasi-uniserial semigroup without zero. Then the 
set (ei; i E I> of its idempotents i not empty and consists of the maximal elements 
of S. S equals the disjoint union of its subsemigroups Kik = e$e, for i, k E I. 
Denote the greatest predecessor f ei in Kii by wi . Then 
and either 
Kii = {wis; s = 0, 1, 2,...} (11) 
or 
K,,, = {wise,; s = 0, 1, 2 ,... }, namely, if eiwk c wick , WI) 
Kik = (e,w,“; s = 0, 1, 2 ,... }, namely, if wielc C eiwk , are valid. W2) 
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Proof. By (Fl) to given a E S there exist x and y in S with a = xay. The 
iterated substitution of a in this equation leads to a == x%yn and therefore to 
a C xn-l for every n. But then either x = x2 or, by (F4), a suitable power 
e =-. xN satisfies xN C a C xN = ++I = ... and is idempotent. In any case, 
a = eayN. Similarly, there exists a power f = yNM = f 2 of yN with a = eaf. 
That proves 
S u e,Sej =:: u Sij . (13) 
i.jsl i.j 
eixej = e,ye, implies 
eixej = e,beiehye, = :~: [eheieh]12 . y e, C [eheie$ 
for every n E N. But then, by (F4), a suitable power f = [eheieh]” is idempotent 
and f = eh f = fe, implies, by (F5), e,, = f C ei . Analogously, ei C eh is valid. 
The equation ej = ek is proved similarly. By Eq. (13) at most the ei , i ~1, 
are maximal elements in S with respect to the partial orderring, defined by (9). 
Assume ei C ej . Then ej = ei2 C eiej = eieiei C ei leads to ei = eiej . Simi- 
larly, ei = ejei . Then ei = ej by (F5). Now to prove (1 l), to given a E Sii , 
let s be the maximum of all exponents s with a _C wt, by application of (F4). 
Then there exist x and y in S with a = xwisy. Because of a = eiaei and 
wi = eiwiei , assume x, y E Sii . Suppose x # ei or y f ei, then x C wi or 
y C wi and in either event s is not maximal. Therefore a = w?. That proves 
(11). 
Now Kik = Kii . K,, = (wisw,“; s, t = 0, 1, 2 ,... }, because 
a = eiaeR E (ei) (ek) = (eie,) 
implies a = eixei . e,ye, . If s + t 3 1, then 
wiSwkt C wick or CL eiwk . 
Therefore, 
eiwk C wick or wick C eiwk . 
Assume the first case, then by (9) and (1 l), 
eiwk = eixei . wielc . e,ye, = wiu ’ wielc ’ wko = w;+lwkv. 
Assume v > 1, then eiwk C wiwk C ... C winwk C win for every natural 
number 11, in contradiction to (F4), proves the equation 
e.w = wlL”e II zlc 
and, more generally, 
s+h+1)t wise wIct = wi ek y 
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and therefore (12,). Analogously one proves that Kik is the “right chain” 
(12,) if Wit?k C f?iWk . 
Now, because S does not possess a zero element, the left and the right 
chains are the same, more exactly: 
THEOREM 2.5. If S is a quasi-uniserial semigroup without zero, then 
eiwk = wfek and 
Ki, = {wise,; s = 0, 1, 2,...}. 
Proof. Assume that Kik is a left chain, and therefore eiw, _C w,e, is valid. 
Then there exist an integer p with 
f?iWk = wipe, . (14) 
The exponent s in (13) is uniquely determined by the element wiSeK because 
s > t and wisek = witek imply 
s s-t t 
Wf e, = Wi Wi e, = . . . E (,py 
and so Wi%k C wjsetjn for every integer rz. Then, by (F4), there exists a 
natural number N such that wise, = w:‘-‘)~ is an idempotent, contained in 
& = eiSej , and therefore, by (F6) is equal to e,. But that contradicts 
wj8-t)n C w3 C ei , if s > t. 
Suppose p > 1. To i and K there exists an integer f (iki) with 
eie,ei = r@lci) and f (iki) > 0, (15) 
because f (iki) = 0 would imply [e&J’ = eie, C e, and C ek . The multiplica- 
tion of (15) with e, from the right gives 
WT(iki) 
2 ek = eiekeiek = eiwf,(kik) = wfftkik)ek , 
and therefore 
f (iki) = pf (KS). (16) 
Now Kki is a right chain, because, in the other case, by the analogon of (16), 
there exists a nonnegative integer I with 
f(kik) = rf (iki), 
and therefore p * Y = 1, which means p = 1. In the right chain Kk, , the 
equation 
wkei = ekwir (17) 
for a suitable integer Y > 1 is valid. By multiplication of this equation with ei 
4W23/3-2 
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from the left and multiplication of the Eq. (14) with ei from the right, one gets 
,r+r(ilci) ._ ~~ eiwpe- ~- w Pi-f(iki) 1 r, ? 
and therefore p : r. The product e,.z+e,. is an element of K,.,: . So there exist 
an integer t with 
ekwie,,. -~:: wkt. (18) 
Now, calculating the product elCzuiepei by (15), one gets the equation 
1+f(rPi) ekzu’ie,~~i = e,,w< , 
and calculating it by (18) and (17) 
(19) 
t ni ekwielcer = z*‘,~ ei = ekwi 
is valid. Then by (16) the comparison of (19) and (20) shows 
p f :z 1 + f(iki) = 1 + pf(kik) 
(20) 
and therefore p = 1. Analogously, one proves wieL = eiwli in the case 
wieL C eiwL . That proves Theorem 2.4. 
By the equation 
eie,qc m-2 7J(ij”)ek , (21) 
a functionf of the arguments i, j, k in Z is defined, the range off consisting of 
nonnegative integral numbers. Because of (e,ejek) e2 -= ei(ejeliel), this functionf 
fulfills the functional equation 
f(ijk) + f(ikl) 7 f($) + f’( jkl). (22) 
Let 1 denote one of the indices in the index set Z. The substitution of i = 1 
in (22) leads to 
f( I$) + .f( w == f( Ii0 + f(.w. (23) 
That implies, that it is possible to express the value off for arbitrary triples 
of arguments already by the values of f for the special triples (1, j, k). In 
other words: By 
( ) : (j, 12) - (;k) y .f(ljk) for (j, k) E Z i< Z (24) 
a function is defined on Z x I, the values of which are nonnegative integers 
and which is associated with the function f by 
f(ijk) = (;i) +- (jk) - (ik) for (i,j, k) EZ x Z x I. (25) 
Then the product of two elements in S is 
wise, w,ctel = ,s+t+(i~)~(ilc)+(rt)-oe 1 1 
. 
(26) 
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This formula proves that the mapping 
p : wisei + (ws+Cij); ii) fori,jEIands=O, l,... (27) 
is a monomorphism of the semigroup S into the Rees matrix semigroup 
A4 = M(s; 1, I; P) over the cyclic group 3 = {wz; z E Z} with the sandwich 
matrix 
P : (i,j) + &w for (i,j) EI X I. 653) 
In virtue of the algebraic monomorphism (27) it is possible to introduce a 
partial order in the subsemigroup 
y.(S) = {(cd; i, j); x 3 (zj), i, j EI} 
of M by (9) and to describe it by (6), restricted to the elements of v(S)F: 
If z > (ij) and z’ 3 (kl), then the equation 
(0~~; i, j) = (CO*; i, k) (0~~‘; k, I) (0~“; Z, j) 
possesses a solution (x, y), fulfilling x 3 (a) and y > (g), if and only if 
2 2 (ik) + x’,+ (6) (29) 
is valid, because the sandwich matrix P : (i, j) -+ ~ui) is l-normalized in 
virtue of e,e,e, = elek = elekek and the definitions (21) and (28). The tran- 
sitivity and the antisymmetry of the partial order in v(S) lead to the condi- 
tions 1 and 2 in Theorem 2.1 for the exponential sandwich matrix II, asso- 
ciated with P (see the proof of Theorem 1.8). Therefore, admitting now again 
arbitrary integral rational numbers as x and y, one gets an extension of the 
above-defined partial order of p(S) to the whole semigroup M. Then M is a 
partially ordered semigroup, in which by Theorem 2.2, v(S) is the subsemi- 
group of all integral elements. This result, combined with Theorem 2.3, 
proves the 
THEOREM 2.6. Up to &morphism the quasi-uniserial sem&roups without 
zero are the subsemigroups S of all integral elements of the partially ordered 
completely simple semigroups M of the type described in Theorem 2.3. 
Remark: With the 
DEFINITION 2.2. 
d(6~~; i, j) = (c.o~+~; i, j), (30) 
S becomes a semimodule with respect to the infinite cyclic semigroup, 
generated by w, and it satisfies 
a . 08b = w*a * b for a, b E S. (31) 
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3. THE CONSTRUCTION OF S IN THE CASE 
OF FINITELY MANY IDEMPOTENTS 
In virtue of Theorem 2.6 one gets all quasi-uniserial semigroups without 
zero element by those sandwich matrices P, or equivalently by those expo- 
nential sandwich matrices 
II : (i,j) - (ij) for (i,j) Ef x I, 
on sets I, which fulfill the conditions in the Theorem 2.1. 
THEOREM 3.1. 1. If S is a quasi-uniserial semigroup without zero and if 
{el; i E I} is the set of its idempotents and if I’ is a subset of I, then 
is a quasi-z&serial subsemigroup of S and {ej; j E I’> is the set of its idempotents. 
2. To given quasi-uniserial semigroups S’ and S” without zero and with 
Iei ‘; i E I’}, respectively, {ey; j E I”> as sets of their idempotents there exists at 
least one quasi-uniserial semigroup S without zero, which contains (up to iso- 
morphisms) S’ and S” as disjoint subsemigroups and in which the set of idempotents 
is the union of the set of idempotents of S’ and S”. 
Proof. The first statement is clear, because with S the subsemigroup S’ 
possesses the properties (Fl)-(F6) 1 a so. In order to prove the second state- 
ment, let 1’ and 1’ be indices in I’ and in I”, respectively. Let 
P’ : (i, j) + CO(Q) for (i, j) E I’ X I’ 
and 
P” : (i, j) + wtzJ) for (i, j) 6 I” :i I” 
be the sandwich matrices of S’ and A”‘, normalized in respect to 1’ and 1”, 
respectively. Then one gets a If-normalized sandwich matrix on I’ u I” = I 
which fulfills the conditions of Theorem 2.6 if one defines 
bY 
P : (i, j) - 0~~~~) for (i,j) CI X I 
(i, j) E I’ X I’, 
(i,j) E I” X I”, 
(i, j) El’ X I”, 
(i,j) ~1” x I’, but i + I”, 
(i, j) E I” X I’. 
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Proof by considering the different cases and regarding the inequalities 
(il) > (;i) 3 0 (1) 
of Theorem 2.1, (7), where 
because (1;) = 0. 
(27) > 1 forif 1, (2) 
The inequalities (1) imply that to a finite index set I and to given first 
column {wol); i ~1) of the sandwich matric P there exists only finitely many 
quasi-uniserial semigroups without zero. By 2 (26) one recognizes the meaning 
of (~7) for the structure of the semigroup by the equation 
eleiel = OJiz)el for i E I. (3) 
In the case I = (1, 2, 3 ,..., q}, let (21), (31),..., (ql) be given positive inte- 
gers. In the following considerations a recursive method will be developed 
in order to construct all the finitely many quasi-uniserial semigroups without 
zero, which belong to the given first column (wnl), wc21),..., w(*l)) of their 
sandwich matrices. 
If q = 1, then (11) = 0. 
Therefore one can assume that the sandwich matrices with q - 1 columns 
and the first column equal to 
{w (11) ) w@l),..., w(P-11)) 
are constructed already, i.e., [by (3)] we have constructed already those 
quasi-uniserial semigroups without zero and q - 1 idempotents e, , e2 ,..., e,-, 
which fulfil 
e,e,e, = wfpl)el for r = 1, 2 ,..., q - 1. 
Let S,-, be some one of these and let P,-, be its sandwich matrix. Then one 
has to adjoin an idempotent e, to S,-, such that one gets S, with 
elegl = w(*l)q . The first step is clear, because (lq) = 0 by the normalization 
and because (ql) is prescribed. Therefore one can assume that the following 
of the remaining “structure constants” (ij) are constructed already: 
(4 and (qr) forr = 1,2 ,..., n - 1, where n-l<q-I. 
This means that the semigroup So-l) is constructed, which consists of the 
union of the subsemigroups e,.Sg, for r, s = 1,2,..., n - 1, q of the S, to be 
constructed. In order to get Stn), one has to select the nonnegative integral 
numbers (nq) and (qn) such that they fulfill the conditions 1 and 2 in Theo- 
rem 2.1. 
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THEOREM 3.2. In order to get the sandwich matrices P, , associated with 
the quasi-uniserial semigroups without .zeYo and with q idempotents, q an integer, 
from the P,-, , adjoin one YOW and one column to PQpl in the following manneT: 
sets (qq) = (Iq) = 0 and select the positive integer (41) arbitrarily. Having 
already selected (lq) = 0, (ql),..., (n - 1 q), (qn - 1) for 1 -; n ~ 1 < q ~ I, 
select (nq) and (qn) such that (nq) + (qn) > 0 and moreover (nq) and (qn) aye 
in the interval (4) and (5), respectively, where 
and 
yx{(nt) - (qt), (rq) - (~a)} < (nq) < @n{(ns) + (s9)l (4) 
with 
y;t”{(qt) - (nt), (rn) - (yq)} < (qn) < min{(qs) i- (41 (5) 
1 ,<_t,s:<n-1, and 2<r<n-1. (6) 
This is possible, because the minimum in (5) is greater than 0, if the maxi- 
mum in (4) is equal to 0. 
4. THE ENDOMORPHISM SEMIGROUP OF S 
The endomorphisms of a semigroup S form a semigroup E(S). Let S be a 
quasi-uniserial semigroup without zero and let 
II : (i, j) -+ (;j) for (i,j) El X I (1) 
be its exponential sandwich matrix. In dealing with E(S) it is convenient to 
introduce the functions 
because 
6 : (i,j) ---f (ij) + (ji) for (i, j) E I X I, 
e,eie, = &(isj)ei . 
(2) 
(3) 
THEOREM 4.1. The function 6, defined in (2), is a positive definite metric on 
the set I, its range consisting of nonnegative integers, that is, 
S(i, j) + S(j, k) 3 a(i, k), (4) 
the triangle inequality, and 
S(i, j) = 0, if and only if i = j. (5) 
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Proof. Equation (5) is the condition 2 for 17 and (4) follows from the con- 
dition 1 for l7, applied to 
(;i) + ($4 3 (W 
and to 
(&) + (A 3 @i). 
Now, let v be an endomorph&m of S, i.e., a mapping of S into itself satis- 
fying 
VW = (94 . ($9 for a, b E S. (6) 
Because an idempotent in S is mapped onto an idempotent, a mapping r 
of the index set I into itself is associated with q~ by 
yei = evi 
Applying q~ to the equation 
for i E I. (7) 
one gets 
uei = ei . wei . ei , 
duei) = eni( eni E S?ri.ni . 
That proves the existence of a nonnegative integer c, satisfying v(weJ = Wceni 
and therefore, more generally, 
tp(wsei) = dseri . 
The exponent c is independent of i by the following calculation: 
(8) 
@(wei . wej) = fp(w2ei . ej) = w2ceni . evj 
= cp(ei . w2ej) = w2de,ie,j , 
where d is defined by v(weJ = Wdemi . 
Therefore, if v is not trivial and 1 I j 3 2, then v is a monomorphism of S 
into itself, given by 
q2(wseiej) = wcsenienj for i,jCI, (9) 
where c > 0 and v is a one-to-one mapping of I into itself. 
On the other hand, if n is a one-to-one mapping of I into itself, given in 
advance, and c is a natural number, then (9) defines a one-to-one mapping ‘p 
of S into itself. This mapping is compatible with the multiplication in S, if 
and only if 
dwj . ekei) = O&w)) h+vJ) (10) 
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is satisfied. Using 
eieje, = w (ij)+(jk:)-(ikJeiek , (11) 
the condition (10) is equivalent to 
c[(zj) + (jk) + (KZ) - (d)] = (n-irj) + (njnk) + (rkd) - (nid). (14 
Setting i == k = I in (12) one gets 
cS(i, j) = S(7ri, Trj) (13) 
as the transformation formula for the metric 6 under those one-to-one map- 
pings v of I into itself, which are associated with nontrivial endomorphisms 
of s. 
Now, if 1 is finite and 1 I 1 > 2, then every nontrivial endomorphism 
9 of S is an automorphism of S: 
Because n is a one-to-one mapping of the finite set I into itself, the 
image of I under v is the whole set I; in other words, rr is a permutation 
of the finite set I. As an element of the symmetric group G(I), the permutation 
v possesses a finite order: + = E, where E is the identity in G(I) and n is a 
natural number. Then applying the transformation formula (13) for S to +, 
one gets 
c”S(i, j) = S(?T”i, 7Pj) = S(i, j), 
and therefore c = 1. That proves that 
y(wseiej) = w”enienj 
is a mapping of S onto itself. 
In the case that I is not finite, neither n needs to be a mapping of I onto 
itself nor c needs to be equal to 1. A counterexample is given by the set I = N 
of natural numbers, the sandwich matrix 
with 
II: (i,j)+(ij) 
(;j) = 0, 
1 , 
if i<j 
2i-1 if i >j, (14) 
andp,definedbyrri=i+ l,c=2: 
17meets the conditions (ii) = 0, S(i, j) > 0 for i # j and (ij) + (jk) 3 (ik); 
the last one because i > k and i <j implies j > k and j > i. The con- 
dition (12) for y now reads 
2[(ij) + (j4 + (J-4 - WI 
= (i + 1 j + 1) + (j + 1 k + 1) + (k + 1 Z + 1) - (i + 1 Z + 1). 
(15) 
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Here i < j is equivalent to i + 1 < j + 1. If any of‘the brackets on the left- 
hand side in (15) is different from 0, (ij), say, then (i + 1 j + 1) = 2(Q) 
bY 04). 
If one starts with an automorphism v, then rr E Go) and c = 1, because 
n-1 is associated with v-l and the application of the transformation formula 
(13) to (rr-li, r-lj) gives 
S(i, j) = S(mr-li, 7m--lj) = cS(+i, +j) = c * c’S(i, j), 
where c’ belongs to v-l. That proves cc’ = 1 and therefore c = 1. 
These considerations prove the following 
THEOREM 4.2. Let I be the index set of the idempotents of the quasi-uniserial 
semigroup S without zero and let 1 I 1 2 2. Let II : (i, j) + (ij) be its exponential 
sandwich matrix. 
1. Then an endomorphism of S is either trivial or a monomorphism. In the 
latter case, 
q3(wseiej) = wcse,ie,j , (16) 
where T is a one-to-one mapping of I into itself associated with y, and c is a 
natural number, depending only on v. 
2. If rr is a one-to-one mapping of I into itself and c E N, then the mapping 
(16) of S into itself is an endomorphism of S if and only if rr and c satisfy the 
condition 
c[(ij) + (jk) + (kl) - (il)] = (rrirrj) + (rrjrrk) + (rrk ~1) - (rrirrl) (17) 
for every i, j, k, 1 E I. 
3. The automorphisms of S form a group A(S), which is isomorphic to a 
subgroup of the symmetric group G,(I) under the mapping ‘p -+ rr. An element rr 
in 6 (I) is associated with an element v E A(S) if and only if rr fulfills the condi- 
tions (17) with c = 1. 
4. If the set 1 I 1 is finite, then every nontrivial endomorphism of S is an 
automorphism of S. 
THEOREM 4.3. The metric 6 : (i, j) + 6(i, j) = (ij) + (ji) on the set I 
introduced in Theorem 1 is invariant under those permutations rr of I, which are 
associated with automorphisms of I. 
Proof. Formula (13). 
THEOREM 4.4. Every group 9 is the automorphism group A(S) of a conve- 
nient quasi-uniserial semigroup S without zero. 
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We prove our result by reducing it to the theorem of Sabidussi [6] that 
every group is the automorphism group .4(P) of a convenient graph r: Let 
37 c? ~ A(F) and 1 the set of vertices of I’. Define an Z x I matrix by 
n : (i,j) + ((j) for (i,j) t1 ;< 1 
with 
(;i) ::~ y1 i 
if i zj, 
if the edge 
(2: if 
(i, i) $ r, (18) 
(i, j) E r. 
Then 17 is the exponential sandwich matrix of a quasi-uniserial semigroup 
S without zero and with 1 I I idempotents, because 1 T 1 I 2. An auto- 
morphism of the graph is a permutation r of the set I, satisfying 
(i, j) E r 2 (ri, n-j) t r, for i, j t I. (19) 
In other words, (G, rj) z--. (;i). So, by (17) with c = 1, those n define auto- 
morphisms of 5’. On the other hand, the invariance of the metric 6 with 
respect to those m which are associated with automorphisms of S, together 
with 6(i, j) = 2(ij) by (18), implies ( A, rj) = (;j). That proves A(S) G A(r). 
Let I be an arbitrary set and take (zj) == a, an arbitrary natural number, for 
i f j and (ii) = 0. Then (17) is fulfilled with c -= 1 for every x E Gtz), which 
means that the automorphism group of the corresponding quasi-uniserial 
group S without zero is isomorphic to the whole group G(I). 
Let I = N and take (ii) :- 0 and (;i) = i for i + j. Then A(S) consists 
only of the identical mapping, because in that case (17) for c q 1 and k = 1 
and j -#: k reads 
j = (jk) -~= (7~-, AZ) =- z-j forj E Z. 
The theory of graphs has been used to prove the Theorem 4. It is possible 
to reduce the construction of all quasi-uniserial semigroups without zero 
to the following construction problem in the theory of graphs: At first con- 
struct all positive definite metrics 6 on a given set I, the range of 6 contained 
in the set of nonnegative integers. Then define an undirected graph r with I 
as its set of vertices and multiple edges (i,j), the multiplicity of (i, j) equal to 
S(i, j). The second step would be to direct the graph r in such a way that the 
directed graph r* fulfills the following condition of homogeneity: 
(ij) + ($4 >, W, 
and the condition 
(ii) + (ji) = Yi, j), 
where (;i) is the number of directed edges going from i to j. 
(20) 
(21) 
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